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HYPERASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS OF SECOND-ORDER LINEAR 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS II 

A. B. Olde Daalhuis 

ABSTRACT. In the preceding paper, hyperasymptotic expansions were obtained 
for the solutions of homogeneous linear differential equations of the second order 
in the neighborhood of an irregular singularity of rank one. In the present paper, 
we derive alternative forms of these expansions that are sometimes advantageous. 

1. Introduction and summary 

In the preceding paper [1], hereinafter referred to as I, it was shown how to re-expand 
the asymptotic solutions of the homogeneous linear differential equation 

d2w      „, .dw        , N ^ ,„    . 
^f + /(*)^+*(*)« = o (i.i) 

in the neighborhood of an irregular singularity of rank one in very accurate series 
of repeated integrals of the generalized exponential integral (or incomplete Gamma 
function). The purpose of the present paper is to derive other expansions of this type 
that have some advantages, as well as disadvantages, over the expansions of I. 

We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the main results in I, and we 
shall use the same notation and adopt the same conditions as in §§1,2, and 3 of this 
reference. 

The paper is arranged as follows. In §2 we give some new definitions and properties 
pertaining to the "hyperterminants" introduced in I, §2. The main results appear 
in the form of three theorems that are stated in §3 and proved in §§4-6. In §7 a 
comparison is made of the hyperasymptotic expansions with those of I. The concluding 
section, §8, supplies a numerical example. 

2. Auxiliary functions 

We define 

G^AO-l,    G«^;JV) = G«(^;JV,...,JV,JV+1),    1 = 1,2,3,...,   (2.1) 

where z is a real or complex variable and N is an arbitrary positive integer. Thus, 
from I (2.2) we have 

«?<«"> = j[-/     (. + ,)(.»+W».^)-.(»-"  ft-) ■"---*"*•    <«> 
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valid when / ^ 1, \phz\ < TT, and TV > |5Ra;| — 1. As in the case of the functions GL , the 

only singularities of the GL   in the z-plane are branch-points, or poles, at z = 0 and 
oo. Outside the sector \phz\ < TT, these functions are defined by analytic continuation. 

From I (2.9) we derive the connection formula 

Gftize-^iN) - G^\z]N) = 2^ie-^N^)^ezzN^G{lZ1\ze-^]N),    I > 1.    (2.3) 

Next, if we substitute into the integral 

o-t-ti t2i-iiN+ujj.N-uj ,N+UJ.N-UJ 
t, I Ll . . . L2I-2 ^l-l 

OO POO 

I 7 JO JO 
-dt2i-i . •. dtidt 

(t + Z^t! + t){t2 + ti) . . . fol-l + t2l-2){e-viZ + t2l-l) 

by means of the identity 

(t + z)- {tt + t) + (t2 + *i) {t2i-i + t2i-2) + (e-viz + tzi-i) = 0, 

we obtain the convolution formula 

21 
^(-yG^^N^Z^ize-^^N) = 0, (2.4) 
i=o 

valid when / is any positive integer. 
We shall also need the "constants" defined by 

poo 

gM(Mik)=  /     e-^M+/c-1+w^ (2.5a) 
Jo 

and 

roc     noo g-t-ti U_i^M+c^M-u,        ^M+C-)^-2a;^M+A:-l + (-)z"^ 

/ •••/       ; TT ; ; x dti — i . .. dtidt, 
Jo      Jo (<l+*)(<2 + *l)...(*J-l+*J-2) 

(2.5b) 

for / ^ 2. For / = 1,2 we have 

gi1)(M;k)=r(M + k + uj), (2.6a) 

9g»(M;t)=
r'M + 1+

2^ + t-"', (Mb) 

but closed expansions have not been obtained so far in the cases / = 3,4,  
Next, we introduce the functions 

P^N;KuK2) = J2(-yN^wG^\z;N), (2.7a) 
j=o z 

Q^z-N-KuK2) = Y;(-){J+1)N%Tm (2-7b) 
3=0 

which we shall call the hyperconnection functions.   If we take TV = \z\ + (9(1), then 
with the aid of I, Lemma 2.1, we see that the sums in (2.7) converge for |ph z\ ^ TT and 
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all sufficiently large \z\. Furthermore, if we truncate these infinite sums after / terms, 
then the remainders are of the same order as the first neglected term; thus 

= 0{e-2l^zi-1), (2.8a) 

z2j 
3=1 

E(-)0'+1)iVfliTW^2i+1)^;^ = G^Kz;N)0{z-^N) 
3=1 

= 0(e-(2J+i)|*lz-i+»«)) (2.8b) 

as z —* 00 in \ph.z\ < TT. 

From the connection formula (2.3) we obtain 

Pu (ze-2™; TV; ^, K2) - Pw(z; N; K,, K2) 

= 2iriK1e-
u*iezzu'Q^(ze-*i; N; K2, Ki), (2.9a) 

QM^^-.N-Ku^) - QbJ{z-N-Kl,K2) 

= 2*1^6-^'e'z^P^ize-^-^-^Ki). (2.9b) 

Also, from (2.7), we have 

P_w (ze-^JV; #2, tfOPu, (*;#;#!, #2) 

- Q-o,^-*'; iV; ^2, A-OQ^Cz; iV; K^Ki) 

= 1 + E^)^^ £(-)JGl%; iV)^2^^-; iV), 

and, on combining this equation with (2.4), we derive the identity 

-Q_UJ(ze-7vi',N;K2,K1)QUz;N-KuK2) = l. (2.10) 

The transformation of the hyperasymptotic expansions in I into the expansions 
presented in the following sections is based mainly on the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. Let TV, M, I be arbitrary positive integers, and let n G {0,1,..., M - 1}. 
Then 

G«\z;N,...,N,N + M-n) 
l-l M-n-2 

= J2(-y+l-1&j\z;N)    Yl   9&l(N;k+l)[(-)lz) 
j=0 k=0 

+ [(-yz}M-n-lG^(z-N). (2.11) 

(As is customary, empty sums are interpreted as being zero.) 

M-n-k-2 
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To prove (2.11), we substitute into the definition 

G«){z',NJ...,NiN + M-n) 

=    ...       i 
Jo    Jo 

)^-2u;,iV+(-^^-1' 
0l-2 zl-l 

-t-tx ^xjAH-u^AT-w. . . ^iV+(-)'-2u;^iV+(-)'-1a;+M-n-l 

(t + z)(t1+t)(t2+t1)-..(t/_1+t/_2) 

by means of the identity 

dti-i • • -dtidt, 

t M-n-l 
l-l 

l-l 

(-y-\t+z) + (-)%+t)+Y,(-)j+l-\tj + ti-j 
i=2 

r-n-2 

![(-)'*]"""" 
-fc-2" 

+ K-)^] 
M-n-l 

3. Main results 

Theorem 3.1. For p = 0,1,..., de/me 

T^Gz; JV,M) - ^(-)i+^W-i+2p) N Al A2 

i=o 
rpiV 

s ((-)^)- 

and 

T^(z;N,M) = ^(_)i+ii0-i+2p)^fll 
SO'-^J) ishti+vj) KrJ    "K. 

j=0 
2PiV 

M-l     p-j      /ATX 

s=0 

i^/iere M and AT are arbitrary nonnegative integers.  Then 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

m(2) = J2TiP)(*>^Ar) + M0(^ (' + 1)^IN,...,N), (3.2a) 

/ 

U2(2) = ET2
(p)(^; AT, AT) + 4° {z\ {I + 1)^, W,..., JV). (3.2b) 

iJere ifte coefficients a^^N) anda^iN) are defined bya^^N) = as^, a^^iN) = as^, 
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and for m = 1,2,..., 

S-l 
- f_^m-im(m+l)iV7^2(rn+^m)^J(m-^m) y^ (m) r AT \ 

n=0 

(3.3a) 
1^f]V\ _ nm-l <2(N)=a%+l2(N) 

S-l 
_ (_)sm-±m(m+l)N K^{m-um)      ±(m+vm) ^^ (m) / AT N 

n=0 

(3.3b) 

Furthermore, as N —» oo,1 

<i W =     IT r(^ + (-)^c)   r(^)Om(l), (3.4a) 

<2(N) = \l[r(N- (-yuu) [r(^)oro(i)> (3.4b) 

uniformly for s = 0,1,..., TV - 1, w/zere s!£ = max(5 ± (-)m^a;, 1). 

The expansions (3.2a,b) are rearrangements of the expansions (7.5a,b), respectively, 
of I, and the estimates of the remainder terms supplied by Theorem 7.2 of I continue 
to apply. Thus, we have 

R[l)(z; (I + 1)JV,IN,...,N) = 0(e-y+i)I^U-i^i+i»a,^ (3>5a) 

R{
2
l\z; (I + 1)7V, IN,...,N) = (^e-^1)'^-*'-^!^ ^5h) 

as ^ ^> oo in |ph z\ ^ TT. 

Theorem 3.2. 

^(^-P^^Ar^^^^^^-Q^^.TV;^,^)^^;^), (3.6a) 
u2(z) = P^z- TV; ^2, KjBiz; TV) - Q^^; TV; K2, KJAi-z; TV), (3.6b) 

w;/iere the functions A(z; TV) and 5(2;TV) are arza/^zc m a deleted neighborhood of 
z = oc. Furthermore, if TV zs an mte^er 5wc/i ^a^ TV = |^| + 0(1) as \z\ -> oo, tten 
/or each nonnegative integer I, 

N-l 

A(z;N) = J2 z^ E -^4^ +0(e-('+1)l*l2-i'+'"+i*-)) (3.7a) 

i^;TV) = ^ ^"^ ^ _^ +0(c-(/+i)Wz-i/-,l+1«W)j (3Jb) 

m=0 s=0 

as z —> oo, uniformly with respect to unbounded phz. 

1The m in Om indicates that the O term may depend on m. 
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Owing to the extreme difficulty of computing the hyperconnection functions 
Pu;(z;N]Ki,K2) and Qu(z\ N;Ki,K2), Theorem 3.2 is in the nature of an existence 
result. A more practical form is obtained on using (3.7) and truncating the expansions 
(2.7), as follows. 

Theorem 3.3. Let I be an arbitrary nonnegative integer, and N = \z\ + (9(1).  Then 
as z —> oo in |phz| ^ 7r; 

ui(z) = 
rli'J 

j=0 

mi- 
y2jN G^\z;N) 7 J   yraN   7 J 

N-l „m 
<l(N) 

•-7^ = 0 s = 0 

iV-1 

L    j=0 J Lm=0 V       , s=0     V       y 

+ 0(e-('+i)l*l2-i^+i^), (3.8a 

and 

U2(z) = 

rLi'J     ^^'^^...^ir^ i ^^w EH^^^-2^^)  EiE 
Lj=o 771 = 0 S = 0 

EH (j + l)iV 

J=0 
^(2^ + 1)^^-^       ^'^V 

A^-l ^m 
v 1 ^<lW 

+ (9(e~(/+1)l2|z~^-^+i5M 

ty/iere [pj zs ^/ie integer q such that q ^ p < q + 1. 

(3.8b) 

Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are proved in the following three sections. 

4. Proof of Theorem 3.1 for level one 

From I (3.12a) and 1(5.3) we obtain 

?(
0)^. ?Wf*. RY* (z;N)-R\l)(z;N + Af, M) 

JV+M-l „ M-l 

E    a-^ + (-)N+M
7^TT,^G^(z;N + M-n) 

s=N 
iV+M-1 

s=N 
= E T^-H^E E Ki 

z- 

ZN+M- 
n=0 

M-2   M-n-2 

xiV^l/S 

n=0       fc=0 
M-l 

an,2r(iV + fc + 1 + u) 
(-z\n+k+l 

(-)N^G^(Z;N)Y: 
n=0 

Q>n,2 

(-Z)»! (4.1) 
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where we have used Lemma 2.1, with / = 1, and (2.6a). We can rewrite this expansion 
in the form 

i^0) (*; TV) - R™ {Z- N + M,M) 
M_1  nl     ^n IS M~l 

^E^F-H^^fe^E 
S=0 5=0     v ^ 

= T1
(1)(2;Af,M). (4.2a) 

Similarly, we find that 

^0) (z; N)-I^\z',N + M, M) 
M-l     I     /AT\ _. M-l 

--"E^-H^^^ET^I 

= T2
(1)(z;7V,M), (4.2b) 

where the new coefficients are defined as in (3.3). Notice that al
s 1(iV) and a* 2^) are 

the remainders of asymptotic expansions I (3.17a) and I (3.17b), respectively, after 5 
terms. 

On combining (4.2) with the equations 

M-l 

T1
(0)(2:;JV,M)= ^ ^ = ^(^ - ^0)(^; M), (4.3a) 

5=o   z 

M-l 

T^(z;N,M)= Yl ^=U2(z)-R¥)(z-M), (4.3b) 
s=o   z 

and taking M = iV, we arrive at (3.2) in the case / = 1. 
When we substitute into I (3.11a) by means of 1(3.13), we obtain the integral 

representation 

POO -,        ppe 

as 1 = {-YKx /     e-tts-1+UJU2{t)dt + — /        t^mtydt. 
Jp 27r2   Jpe-rri 

With the aid of this result and (3.3a) with m = 1, we obtain 

poo -1        rpe171 

a] ^N) = (-)iV+s^1 /     e-ttN+s-1^U2{t)dt + 7^- /        t^^u^dt 
Jp 27rz Jpe-ni 

poo 5~1 
- (-f^K, /     e-t^+.-i+a, y- ^2di 

poo 

= (-)N+°Kl        e-ttN+s-1+uli0)(t;s)dt + bs,1(N,p), (4.4) 
J p 
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where 

bs.i(N,p) = ^- [^    <Ar+8-1«1(<)d< 

(-)N+sKiy^an2 f e-HV+^+^dt. (4.5) 

We use I (3.8a) and I (3.17b) in (4.5), and we find that 

68,i WP) = pN+'o(i) + r(s\)p» o(i) = r«)pfro(i), 

where again s\. = max(s T 'Situ, 1) and pi = max(p, 1). This estimate of bs^(N,p) is 
for iV —> oo, and it is uniform with respect to s ^ 0. From I (3.14b), with p replaced by 

an arbitrary constant p' such that a < p' < p, we see that t8^ (t; s) = T(s\)0(l), 
uniformly with respect to t ^ p and s ^ 0. When we use this estimate in the integral 
in the final line of (4.4), we obtain 

rOC 

(-)iV+sK1 /   e-Vv+*-1+"i40)(*;s)dt = T(N + 9Mr(4)c?(i), 

as N —> oo, uniformly with respect to s^O. On substituting into (4.4) by means of the 
last two results and using a similar analysis for al^iN), we find that (3.4) is valid for 
ra = l. Thus the behavior of the terms of the first sum in (4.2a) is (approximately) 
as follows. The first term is of the same order of magnitude as the left-hand side; 
the following terms decrease until s — N, thereafter they increase. The terms in the 
second sum in (4.2a) exhibit similar behavior, as do those in the sums in (4.2b). 

5.  Proof of Theorem 3.1 for level two 

From I (6.2) we obtain 

R^ (z; 2iV, N) - R^ (z; 2AT + M,N + M,M) 

= {R{1)(z;2N1N)-R(?)(z',N)} 

+ {R{i\z; N) - R^\z- 2N + M,N + M)} 

+ (-)Nj^^^GW(z-)N,N + M-ny (5.1) 
71 = 0 

Again we use Lemma 2.1 and the first line of (4.2a). We find that 

R^ (z;2N, N) - R^ (z; 2N + M,N + M, M) 

s=0 s=0     ^       ^ 

is  is M-1 

+ (-)^<^;A0£^ 
s=0 

= 7i2\z;N,M), (5.2a) 
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where the coefficients a^^N) are defined by (3.3a) with m = 2. Similarly, 

i^1* (z; 27V, N) - R{
2
2) (z; ZN + M^N + M, M) 

— z~2N 

M-l 

+ (-)^<5L2>(*;A0X;^ 
s=0 

2 

Zs 

n(2) = T2^(z;iV,M). (5.2b) 

The coefficients can be estimated in a similar way to that used for a\^{N) and o}s2{N) 
in §4, and we obtain (3.4) with m — 2. It follows that all of the sums in (5.2) have 
optimal behavior for divergent series: the first terms are of the same magnitude as 
the left-hand side, the terms then decrease in magnitude for 0 ^ s < TV, and increase 
in magnitude for 5 > JV. 

6.  Higher levels: completion of the proofs 
of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 

The analysis used in §5 may be continued to levels three and higher, and Theorem 3.1 
follows straightforwardly by induction. 

We next prove Theorem 3.3. From (3.4) and I, Lemma 2.1, we see that if j and m 
are nonnegative integers such that j + m ^ / -f 1, then 

G* fo N) V a^1+^iV) _ n(e-(W)\z\-ii^l+1^\ /6 n 
z(m+j)N     2^     ((-)JZ)S     ~U^ >' l        j 

as z —> co in |phz| ^ TT. When we substitute into (3.2a) by means of (3.1a) and (3.5a) 
and apply (6.1) with m = p — j, we obtain 

P=OJ=O z s=o    u   ) ^) 

l      1-3 Tshti + vrffirhU-Vj) ^-1 am (N\ 

=j:Y,(-y+jmN+hjU+l)N i zJjN   <%■>(*;*) E -Tr^y+O* 

j=0 m=0 s=0   ^     ^      ^ 

where, for brevity, we have denoted the O-term in (6.1) by O*. On splitting the j 
sum in the last equation into even and odd terms, we arrive at (3.8a). Similarly for 
(3.8b). 

To prove Theorem 3.2, we first observe from (2.9) and I (3.9) that the functions 
A(z;N) and B(z; N) defined by 

A{z;N) = P^(ze-7ri')N;K2,Kl)ul(z) + Qu(z;N;KuK2)u2(ze-7Ti),    (6.2a) 

B(z; N) = Pu(zevi; N] KuK2)u2(z) + Q^{z; N; K2, KJu^ze™),      (6.2b) 
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satisfy A(ze2ni\ N) = A(z; N) and B(ze27ri; N) = B(z; N). They are therefore analytic 
in a deleted neighborhood of z = oo. On combining (2.10) with (6.2) we obtain 
equations (3.6). 

It remains to prove (3.7).  From (2.8), we see that we can rewrite the expansions 
(3.8) in the form 

1 N~1a™ (N) 

/ N-l ( 

+ 0(e-('+1)l*l2-i'+,"+l8iw), (6.3a) 

a™2(N) 

m=0 s=0 

u2(z) = P^frNiK^K!) E *-"" E ^T-2 

m=0 s=0 

I N-l nm(AT\ 

+ 0(e'^1)^z-^-Vl+lfRw), (6.3b) 

as z■ —> oo in |ph2;| ^ TT. When 0 ^ phz ^ TT, we may substitute (6.3) into (6.2) and 
apply (2.8) and (2.10). We find that as z -> oo 

m=0 s=0 

+ Qu(z; N; Ku Jft:2)0(e-('+1)|2U-^-,/!+l!Rw) 

' N-l    m (\T\ 

= J2 z'mN E        ;     + 0(e-V+1^z-kzl+l"^). (6.4) 

Alternatively, if —TT ^ ph^ ^ 0, then with the aid of (2.9), (6.3), and 1(3.9), we can 
show that (6.3b) also applies when z is replaced by ze~7r\ provided that the (9-term is 
changed by a factor e~zz~UJ. Hence (6.4) continues to apply. Since A(z', N) is analytic, 
we have established (3.7a) uniformly for unrestricted phz. Similarly for (3.7b).       □ 

Remark. It is not clear whether the expansions (3.7) converge as / —> oo. This 
would appear to depend on how the estimates Om(l) in (3.4) grow with m. 

7.  Comparison of the various hyper asymptotic expansions 

We now have five optimized expansions of hyper asymptotic type for the basic functions 
ui(z) and U2(z)J given by Theorems 7.2 and 8.1 of I, and by Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 
3.3 of the present paper. 

All five theorems include the sector |ph;z| ^ TT in their region of validity. This 
suffices for practical applications, since we can employ the connection formulas I (3.9) 
elsewhere. However, only Theorem 3.2 applies directly to unrestricted values of phz. 
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As we have already noted in §3, Theorem 3.2 is in the nature of an existence theorem. 
It shows, for example, that with the normalization A2 — Ai = 1 the qualitative behavior 
of the basic functions in the neighborhoods of the Stokes lines phz — ±7r, ±27r,..., 
depends only on the connection coefficients Ki, K2 and the parameter u = ^ - Hi- 

From the standpoint of applications, Theorem 7.2 and 8.1 of I have already been 
compared in I. We now compare Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 with Theorem 7.2 of I. 
One feature of the latter that differs from the usual type of generalized asymptotic 
expansion is that, as we proceed from one level of approximation to the next, extra 
terms have to be inserted at all preceding levels. A second feature, and one which 
is a major drawback, is that, at levels 3, 4, ... , the hyperasymptotic expansions 
rapidly become unstable owing to numerical cancellation in the summation process. 
In contrast, once the coefficients a^^iV) and a™2(N) in Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 have 
been calculated, the expansions (3.2) and (3.8) do not exhibit either of these features. 
However, these features are not altogether absent; they reappear when we consider the 
calculation of a^1(iV) and a^i^) by means of formulas (3.3). On proceeding from 
one level to the next, we have to compute N new coefficients at each of the preceding 
levels. This also means that al

sl(N) and al
S2(N) are, in effect, linear combinations of 

the original coefficients a^.i and as,2 for 5 = 0,1,...,(/ 4- l)N — 1. These are precisely 
the coefficients that appear explicitly in the hyperasymptotic expansions supplied by 
I, Theorem 7.2. In consequence, the same kind of numerical instability will occur on 
summing the right-hand sides of equations (3.3). 

For the foregoing reasons, there is no gain in using Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 in 
preference to Theorem 7.2 of I for isolated values of z. Indeed, there is a loss, since 
the expansions supplied by Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, namely (3.2), (3.3), and (3.8), are 
more complicated. However, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 will gain if several values of z are 
needed that differ by 0(1) in magnitude. In this situation, the same value of TV, and 
hence the same values of a^\(N) and a1Jl

2(N), can be used throughout. Theorems 3.1 
and 3.3 would also gain, indeed gain overwhelmingly, if a numerically stable way of 
evaluating these coefficients could be found for all levels. 

In comparing the expansions furnished by Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, we note that 
the estimates for the remainder terms are the same, hence the expansions should 
yield comparable accuracy in applications. Theorem 3.3 has the advantage that it 
entails less computation. The expansions (3.8) are in terms of double sums multiplied 
by single sums, whereas the expansions (3.2) are in effect triple sums; compare 
(3.1). However, Theorem 3.1 has the advantage that it supplies explicit integral 
representations for the remainder terms (see 1(5.6) and 1(6.3)). 

In summary, for isolated values of z, the weaker but numerically stable version of 
Theorem 7.2 of I, namely Theorem 8.1 of I, is to be preferred in applications. For 
a range of values of z that differ by 0(1) in magnitude, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 may 
be advantageous, especially when the coefficients that are needed are calculable in a 
numerically stable manner. 

Lastly, the problems of evaluating the multiple integrals G±UJ that were discussed in 

the concluding section of I persist in the calculation of the multiple integrals Gj^ and 

g^lj. These problems will need to be resolved if the use of hyperasymptotic expansions 
at higher levels is to become a practicable tool. 
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8. Example 

We take the same example as in I, namely the differential equation 

d2w 
dz2 

/I       \dw      1 
\z       J dz      2z 

satisfied by e^zKo(^z) and e2zKo(~ze~7r2')1 where KQ is the modified Bessel function. 
We have Ai = 0, A2 = 1, /xi = /i2 = — ^» and to = 0. The two basic functions and the 
coefficients in I (3.7) to I (3.9) are given by 

f \          r  ^        -i   i   !_ A   v                                ,   ,sl
2-32.....(25-l)2 

uxiz) = U2(z) = TT   iz2eizKo(-z),    as^ = as,2 = (-)  ^ -, 

and Ki = K2 = TT
-1

. 
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FIGURE 8.1. Magnitudes of the terms in hyperasymptotic expansions 
(7.5) of I and (3.1) of the present paper. 

Again we take z = 20 and hence N = 20. The squares in Figure 8.1 are the 
plot of the logarithm to base 10 of the absolute value of each term in the expansion 
I (7.5a) against its ordinal number. For I = 0, the expansion reduces to the original 
asymptotic expansion I (3.8a), and it is terminated at (or very nearly at) the smallest 
term. For I = 1, we take 40 terms of the original expansion, and then 20 terms of the 
first re-expansion. Again this re-expansion is terminated at its smallest term. And for 
I = 2, we take 60 terms of the original expansion, 40 terms of the first re-expansion, 
and 20 terms of the second re-expansion, thereby terminating the second re-expansion 
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at its smallest term. As in I, we note that a few terms rise above unity in magnitude 
indicating some instability in the summation. 

The curves indicated by the triangles plot the terms in the expansion (3.2a) for 
I = 1,2. (For / = 0, the curve is the same as that for I (7.5a).) For / = 1, we start 
with the / = 0 expansion and then add (3.1a) with p = 1 and M = N = 20 for 
the first re-expansion.2 Due to the j-sums in (3.1a), the triangles appear pairwise. 
This first re-expansion is terminated at its smallest term. For I = 2, we start with 
the / = 1 expansion, and then add (3.1a) with p = 2 and M = N = 20 for the 
second re-expansion. Now the triangles appear in groups of three. Again, the second 
re-expansion is terminated at its smallest term. 

We observe that at each level the optimal number of terms in the expansions 
(3.2a) and I (7.5a) are the same and that the final terms in each expansion are of 
the same order of magnitude. We also observe that the curve of triangles indicates 
that the expansion (3.2a) is numerically stable and that at each level this expansion 
is terminated at an optimal stage. 

60 a*,!, 5 = 0, •• • ,59 

a2   (20), 8 = 0,'" ,19 

Xi(20), s = Or" ,19 

20 30 40 

Ordinal number of coefficient 

60 

FIGURE 8.2. Magnitudes of the coefficients in the first three levels. 

We illustrate also the numerical instability in the computation of the coefficients in 
(3.1) by means of (3.3). From (3.3a) and (2.6) we obtain 

alsA(N) = ajv+,,1 - (-)iV+sKi Y, ^(N + 8-n + u;) (8.1) 
n=0 

2The reason that we take M   =   N   =   20 is that for general M and  iV the remainder is 

i?^   (z; N + M, M) (see (4.2a)). In I, we showed that this remainder is minimal for M = N « \z\. 
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and 

iV+s-l 

al1(N) = a2N+s,i-(-)sKi   J2   a^(2N + s - n + u) 
n=0 

-(-)   K^^an,! 2N + s-n ' (8-2) 

n=0 

Figure 8.2 plots the logarithm to base 10 of the coefficients we have used in (3.2a). 
The discrepancy in the order of magnitudes of the 0^(20) (indicated by the triangles) 
from those of the a2o+s,i (indicated by the squares directly above) reveals the extent 
of the cancellation that takes place on evaluating the right-hand side of (8.1). The 
discrepancy is even greater for the a2

sl(20) and a4o+s,i (compare the circles with 
the squares directly above). Thus the cancellation associated with equation (8.2) is 
considerably more severe than that associated with (8.1). 
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